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ABSTRACT:

The poor solubility and wettability of meloxicam leads to poor dissolution and hence shows poor
bioavailability. The present study is aimed at increasing solubility of drug using solid dispersion technique. The solid binary
systems were prepared using different drug: polymer ratio (1:1, 1:5 and 1:10) with polyethylene glycol 8000 by different
techniques like physical mixing, melting method and spray drying method. The formulations were characterized by
differential scanning colorimetry, scanning electron microscopy and in vitro dissolution rate studies. The solubility of drug
increased linearly with the increase in polymer concentration. The solid dispersion of drug prepared by spray drying method
demonstrated higher drug dissolution rates in comparison to solid dispersion prepared by physical mixtures, melting method
and pure meloxicam. Moreover, spray drying process parameters inlet air temperature and feed rate were also optimized to
obtain maximum powder yield and satisfactory particle size and compressibility. The outcome indicated that with the
increase in feed rate, the powder yield and Carr’s index decreases but particle size increases. On the other hand, as the
inlet temperature increases, powder yield and Carr’s index increases.
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Introduction
Oral bioavailability of a drug depends on its solubility
and/or dissolution rate, and dissolution may be rate
determining step for appearance of medicinal effect,
therefore efforts to increase dissolution of drug with
limited water solubility is often needed. Many methods are
available to improve these characteristics, including salt
formation, micronization and addition of solvent or surface
active agents. Solid dispersion (SD) is one of these
methods, and involved a dispersion of one or more active
ingredients in an inner carrier or matrix in solid state
prepared by melting, dissolution in solvent or melting
solvent method (Chiou WL, Riegelman S, 1971).
Solid dispersions traditionally have been used as an
effective method to improve the dissolution properties and
bioavailability of poor water-soluble drugs (Chiou and
Riegalman, 1971; Serajuddin, 1999; Leuner & Dressman,
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2000) Spray drying is transformation of feed from a fluid
state into dried particulate form by spraying the feed into a
hot drying medium. In this investigation emphasis is also
placed on optimizing spray drying process parameters for
preparing solid dispersion (Bataille, et al., 2000; Lee, et al.,
2005).
Meloxicam (MLX) is a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory
drug used to relieve the symptoms of arthritis, primary
dysmenorrhea, fever, and as an analgesic, especially where
there is an inflammatory component. It has water solubility
of 0.007 mg/ml. The molecular size of these polymers
favors the formation of interstitial solid solutions (Leuner,
et al., 2004; Chul Soon, et al., 2008). The present work
aims to prepare solid dispersions of MLX with water
soluble carrier like Polyethylene Glycol (PEG 8000) to
improve poor aqueous solubility and dissolution behavior
and to optimize the spray drying process parameters for
preparing MLX-PEG 8000 solid dispersion. This study
also aims to characterize the prepared solid dispersion by
various method like, DSC, SEM and study the In-vitro
dissolution behavior of prepared solid dispersions of MLX.

